# IS Roadmap – Environment: 1.04 Learning spaces 2018

Expand and improve physical learning and collaboration space on campus
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**Drivers**
- Ensure sufficient access to consistent and standardised high quality spaces for learning and teaching across campus.
- Increased expectations on interconnectivity and technology rich learning environments
- Anticipating and responding to the demand for non-traditional learning spaces

**Outcomes**
- Innovative use of technology in teaching space demonstrated
- An appropriate mix of study spaces across campus demonstrated through usage levels
- Templeman as a place to inspire through demonstrating and developing best practise in learning space provision
- Co-designed and inclusive learning spaces adapted for a wider range of pedagogies

**Activity**
- P1484 Future Learning Spaces
- Develop prototype spaces for classroom technologies (new)
- PC room of the future (new)
- Horizon scanning activities to maintain IS awareness of upcoming University needs and developments in learning technology developments (BAU)
- Study hub improvements (new)
- Co-designed and inclusive learning spaces adapted for a wider range of pedagogies
- Templeman as a place to inspire through demonstrating and developing best practise in learning space provision

**Steer from E-learning Strategy group**
- P1523 Digital Timetable Displays
- P1483 Develop Park Wood study hub
- P1590 Upgrade furniture in D Block (1.03)
- P1589 Seminar Rooms (new)
- P1553 Enhance KentPlayer (4.09)
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